In this letter, we propose a novel speech enhancement algorithm based on data-driven residual gain estimation. The entire system consists of two stages. At the first stage, a conventional speech enhancement algorithm enhances the input signal while estimating several signalto-noise ratio (SNR)-related parameters. The residual gain, which is estimated by a data-driven method, is applied to further enhance the signal at the second stage. A number of experimental results show that the proposed speech enhancement algorithm outperforms the conventional speech enhancement technique based on soft decision and the data-driven approach using SNR grid look-up table.
Introduction
The quality of a speech signal may significantly deteriorate when additive noise is present in the background. The speech enhancement technique, which estimates the clean speech when only the noisy signals are available, is the most popular approach to reduce the effect of noises. In the past few decades, many approaches to speech enhancement have been proposed. Among them, the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimators of the spectral amplitudes [1] or log spectral amplitudes [2] are widely used for noise reduction. The performance of those speech enhancement algorithms has been further improved with the incorporation of the soft decision scheme [3] , [4] .
In recent years, several speech enhancement algorithms based on the data-driven techniques have been proposed [5] , [6] . In these approaches, a proper gain is obtained from a look-up table which is trained off-line in a variety of noisy conditions. The index for the gain is usually found by using signal features provided by a conventional speech enhancement algorithm. More recently, several approaches, instead of deriving the gain directly, estimate the noise power [7] and the a priori signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [8] in a datadriven manner.
In this letter, we propose a novel speech enhancement algorithm based on data-driven residual gain estimation which consists of two stages: a conventional speech Manuscript enhancement module and the gain adjustment module. At the first stage, the noisy input signal is processed by a conventional enhancement algorithm from which both the enhanced signal and several SNR-related parameters are obtained. At the second stage, the gain obtained from the first stage is further adjusted by incorporating the residual gain, which means the difference between the optimal gain and the one extracted from the first stage's enhancement algorithm. A data-driven strategy is employed to estimate the residual gain, for which we use the SNR-related parameters provided by the first stage enhancement algorithm. From a number of experiments, we can see that the proposed residual gain estimation approach shows better performance compared with the soft decision based enhancement algorithm [3] which is used as the first stage module in this work and the data-driven approach proposed in [5] .
Conventional Approaches to Speech Enhancement
Let Y k (l), X k (l) and D k (l) denote the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) coefficients of the noisy speech, clean speech and noise signal, respectively, for the k-th frequency bin at frame l. Then the spectral component of the noisy speech
In the spectral subtraction techniques, the spectral component of the noisy speech can be enhanced bŷ
whereX k (l) andĜ(k, l) represent the spectral component of the enhanced speech and the corresponding spectral gain, respectively. A number of methods to calculate a suitable gainĜ(k, l) have been developed. Among them, the MMSE estimators of the spectral amplitudes [1] or log spectral amplitudes [2] are well-known. In these algorithms, the gainĜ(
is a complicated non-linear function andξ(k, l) andγ(k, l) are estimates for the a priori SNR and the a posteriori SNR, respectively. The performances of these algorithms have been further improved with the incorporation of a soft decision scheme [3] , [4] 
indicates the speech absence probability (SAP) computed for the k-th frequency bin at frame l. Additionally, the noise power spectrum estimate can be updated not only during the Copyright c 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers periods of speech absence but also when there exists an active speech component by taking the SAP into account [3] .
Recently, several data-driven approaches to optimize speech enhancement methods have been proposed [5] , [6] . In these approaches, the gain is obtained from an SNR lookup table trained in a variety of noisy conditions. Within the framework of table look-up, the gain is found such that
where T able[α, β] denotes the gain corresponding to the (α, β) component of the look-up table and · indicates the operation of matching to the nearest table grid index. In these approaches, the conventional speech enhancement system works only as an estimator for the a priori and the a posteriori SNR's which become the input feature for the table look-up. Data-driven methods have been found advantageous in optimizing the speech enhancement system to a particular environment with enough training database collected in the target environment. Since, however, the performance totally depends on the trained table, it may deteriorate if there exist some mismatches between the training and test environments.
Data-Driven Residual Gain Estimation
In this section, we propose a two-stage speech enhancement algorithm consisting of the conventional speech enhancement module and the gain adjustment module. At the first stage, the noisy input signal is enhanced and several SNRrelated feature parameters are estimated. Unlike previous data-driven methods, the first stage module works for not only estimating parameters but also enhancing the input signal. In the subsequent processing, the speech signal is further enhanced by applying the residual gain. Estimation of the residual gain is performed based on a data-driven approach in which the codebooks are trained on a collected training database.
In a conventional speech enhancement algorithm, the gainĜ(k, l) is applied to the spectral component of an input signal as given by (2) . Let G opt (k, l) denote the optimal gain for the k-th frequency bin at frame l, which is given by
where G res (k, l) is a residual gain which represents the difference between the optimal gain and the gain derived by the conventional speech enhancement algorithm. As seen from (4), the optimal output signal can be obtained by applying the residual gain G res (k, l) to the enhanced signalX k (l), so a successful estimation of the residual gain will lead to an improved speech enhancement performance. In this work, we estimate the log residual gain defined by
. In order to estimate the log residual gain, we employ a data-driven approach using the SNRrelated parameters which are obtained from the first stage speech enhancement module. The block diagram of the proposed speech enhancement algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . As for the first stage module, we apply the speech enhancement algorithm proposed in [3] 
It is generally known that the speech spectra possess high level of spectral and temporal correlations. To take advantage of the temporal and spectral correlations inherent in the speech signals, we perform a grouping of the SNRrelated parameters and gains both in the frequency and time domains. For a frequency-time grid point (k, l), we incorporate the frequency components with frequency bin index from k−M to k+M and the temporal components with frame index from l − N to l + N except for the grid point itself. Let Ξ k,l , Γ k,l , and G k,l be the grouped components defined at the frequency-time point (k, l) of the a priori SNR, the a posteriori SNR and the gain, respectively. Then they can be described by ((2M + 1)(2N + 1) − 1)-dimensional vectors as given by 
This grouping is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In order to tabulate Ξ k,l , Γ k,l , and G k,l jointly, we apply the vector quantization (VQ) technique. The VQ codebook is obtained for each frequency component separately. The input to this VQ is the supervector
Since the dimension of the supervector is usually high, direct application of it to the VQ codebook construction may be inefficient. In order to alleviate this problem, we apply the principal component analysis (PCA) technique as follows:
where P k is the matrix of which rows are the PCA basis vectors and m k denotes the mean vector. Since P k consists of reduced number of basis vectors, F k,l is projected to a lowdimensional representationF k,l through (8). Since different frequency components have different characteristics of the spectral and temporal correlations, in this work we apply the PCA technique separately to the individual frequencies for an effective processing. Now a codebook is constructed for each frequency bin by applying a conventional VQ training algorithm to {F k,l }. In the training procedure, since it is assumed that we know the exact values of X k (l), Y k (l) and their ratio G opt (k, l) which are accompanied with a supervectoŕ F k,l , we can associate each codeword of the VQ codebook with an estimate for the residual gain. A log residual gain associated to a specific codeword is computed by averaging the log residual gains obtained from the supervectors that are assigned to that codeword. There are several advantages in the proposed two-stage speech enhancement technique. First, the proposed residual gain estimation approach considers the error characteristics of the conventional enhancement module and tries to recover them. So a better or similar performance can be anticipated compared with the conventional method even in the worst environmental condition. It makes the whole system more robust. Second, the proposed scheme of estimating the residual gain instead of the optimal gain itself can be considered more robust because the dynamic range of the residual gain is usually smaller than that of the gain. The robustness may be improved further if the first stage enhancement algorithm produces more exact spectral gains. Third, the proposed approach considers both the spectral and temporal correlations of the speech signal for table lookup. Through the incorporation of these correlations, some mistakes in gain estimation occurring at the first stage enhancement module can be partially recovered. Finally, each element of the supervector does not represent the original SNR-related parameter or gain directly but the relative difference, as given by (7) . Since the distribution of this relative difference is usually more compact and better balanced, it is highly likely to result in a good VQ codebook.
Experimental Results
To verify the performance of the proposed speech enhancement algorithm, we carried out a number of objective quality measurements under various noisy conditions. We compared the speech quality obtained from the proposed residual gain estimation algorithm (denoted as RGE) with those of the conventional speech enhancement algorithm based on soft decision [3] (denoted as SESD) which was adopted in this work as the first stage module, and the data-driven approach proposed in [5] using the SNR grid look-up table (denoted as SGLT). For the test material, NOIZEUS corpus [9] was used which consisted of 30 IEEE sentences, and these speech data were corrupted by different types of additive noises at various SNR's. In this work, noisy files corrupted by airport, street and train noises were used with 0, 5, 10 and 15 dB SNR. Each file was sampled at 8 kHz. In the procedure for VQ codebook training, the white noise was added to a separate speech data of length 456 seconds by varying the SNR from −10 dB to 30 dB so that the total length of data became 4104 sec. For RGE, parameter grouping as shown in (6) was performed with M=1 and N=3, hence the dimension of each supervector became 60 which was further reduced to 10 with the application of PCA. A VQ codebook with 128 codewords was trained for each frequency bin based on the 10-dimensional feature vectors. The SNR grid look-up table used in the SGLT scheme was trained for the values of the a priori and a posteriori SNR's,ξ(k, l) andγ(k, l), in the range [−20 dB, 40 dB] with a 1 dB step size [1] .
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed speech enhancement technique, the segmental SNR (SSNR) and the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [10] measurements were carried out. For a comparison among the tested algorithms, SESD, RGE and SGLT, we computed the SSNR improvement (SSNR+) score, the difference of the SSNR of the signal which was processed by each enhancement technique from that of the unprocessed noisy signal. The results are shown in Table 1 where we can see that in most of the tested cases, the proposed RGE algorithm produced better SSNR+ and PESQ scores than both the SESD used in the first stage and the SGLT algorithms.
To discuss the difference between each method in terms of the amount of noise reduction and speech distortion, we evaluated the segmental noise attenuation (segmental NA) and the segmental speech-to-speech-distortion ratio (segmental SSDR) [6] . The larger the values of the segmental NA and segmental SSDR become, the less residual noise and speech distortion remain, and the better the algorithm performs. The segmental SSDR was averaged over the frames where speech was present, while the segmental NA was averaged over all frames. The results are summarized in Table 2 , and the result for the white noise is plotted in Fig. 3 where the markers of each curve indicate the performances for the input SNR in the range [0 dB, 20 dB] with a 2 dB step size. Compared with the SGLT algorithm, RGE approach showed a higher level of segmental NA though slight degradation in terms of segmental SSDR. Furthermore, the residual noise of the SGLT algorithm was found relatively nonstationary because the gain estimated from each frame was less correlated with that of the previous frame.
Conclusions
In this letter, we have proposed a novel speech enhancement algorithm based on data-driven residual gain estimation. At the first stage, the input signal is enhanced by a conventional speech enhancement module while several SNR-related parameters are estimated simultaneously. The residual gain, which is estimated by a data-driven method, is applied to further adjust the gain obtained from the first stage. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performs better than both the conventional speech enhancement technique based on soft decision [3] and the data-driven approach using SNR grid look-up table [5] .
